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CLASS 1 LETTER

AUTUMN TERM

Dear Parents,
Welcome to Class 1 and a new school year. We are so impressed with how our new reception children have settled into
school already. Our topic this term is ‘Why was London burning down?’ This topic has a history focus. We will be finding
out about Samuel Peeps who will teach us about what London was like 350 years ago. We will also be thinking about fire
safety in the run up to firework night. We will also be looking at different seasonal changes as we creep in to Autumn.
If your child is new to reception they will shortly be bringing home reading books, as well as a ‘phonics sound’ book and
‘tricky word’ lists. Year 1 children will continue to bring home reading books and will also be bringing home phonics books
containing the alternative sounds they have been learning in phonics.
It is essential to your child’s education that you work in partnership with us and reading at home is a great way to get
involved. Children should be reading their school reading book every night and we highly recommend that you read each
book more than once. Not only does this help with children’s ability to recognise words but it also helps to develop
confidence and fluency.
School reading books should not replace sharing books together at home, for example, at bedtime. The school reading
scheme provides a progressive approach to learning to read which allows children to apply the skills they are learning in
phonics, however, a real love of reading, comprehension, inference skills and expression comes from listening to and
sharing books with adults.
I will be holding a reading meeting for parents of children joining the school (and any other parents who would find it
useful) in which I will explain how phonics works and how you can support your child with reading at home. In the past,
many parents have commented on their limited understanding of phonics and this is a great opportunity to increase your
understanding.
As well as this, to support your child with writing you can help them practise writing the sounds they are learning in
phonics. For reception children this can be writing them in gloop, shaving foam, sand or gel pens, try to keep it interesting,
however, it is important to insist on correct letter formation from the beginning, as it helps to stop bad habits forming. It is
also important that when your child is writing or colouring that you try to encourage a correct pencil grip.
In Class One lots of our learning is facilitated by play and often this can be outdoors. We do have full waterproofs but
inevitably children can still get messy. Please try to see that this means your child has had a great day of learning! If your
child is one which gets particularly messy, please feel free to send in spare clothes for use outside. If you have any spare
wellingtons which you no longer use in sizes which might fit our 4-6 year olds we would be grateful of any donations as
ours are beginning to look a little worn out and holey!
It is my intention to make ‘Forest School’ a regular learning opportunity for Reception and Year 1 but without regular
volunteers this will not be possible. If this is something you feel you could support, please come and speak to me!
The school runs on a Week A/B cycle. The week beginning 3.9.15 was a Week A. On Week A we have PE on a Thursday and
Week B Thursday and Friday. Please ensure PE kits are kept in school on children’s pegs and ALL items are clearly labelled.
Please help children by tying back long hair on these days and avoiding difficult clothing such as button up shirts. Children
will need a pair of shorts as well as a pair of long trousers for the colder weather. Please make sure children also have a
pair of trainers.
It would be helpful if parents could donate a box of tissues and kitchen roll at the beginning of each term if possible. We
also need lots of things for our creative area. We have many boxes for the moment but we are looking for some more
unusual items such as tubes, pipe cleaners, old calendars for chopping up etc.
We are very grateful for any form of parental help that is offered. If you feel that you can help then please let us know. We
often need help with reading or if your profession relates to our topic then we always welcome visitors to speak to the
children. You will need a DBS check and to fill in a volunteer helper’s form if you decide you can help. We can arrange this
easily.
If you have any queries or concerns about your child or school please do not hesitate to come in and see me after school.
Thank you,
Miss Allen

Communication, language and Literacy
Year 1
Traditional tales
Stories with repeating patterns
Phase 4 and 5 phonics
Newspaper reports

Why was London
Burning?

Firework Poetry
Reception
Phase 2 phonics
Story telling
Home corner role-play
Show and tell
Responding to simple instructions

Numeracy
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Physical Development
Moving and handling
Show appropriate control in large and small-scale
movements.
Using a range of small and large equipment
Health and self care
Dresses with help being encouraged to manage
changing without support
Understands the benefit of eating healthy food
during snack time
Reception and Year 1
Developing fundamental games skills.
Gymnastics – increase range of basic skills.
Dance – creating and performing a class dance.

Independence
During this term we really begin to encourage
children to become independent learners. You
can help at home with this by encouraging
children to carry their own book bags, practise
changing for PE and in preparation for the cold
weather, putting on their own coats and
managing the zip!

Understanding the world
Great fire of London
The life of Samuel Pepys
Map work
Food – How has it changed?
Fire safety
Art and DT
Making bread
Tudor houses
Fire work art
Music
Exploring beat and rhythm, historical songs and
chants connected to the Great Fire of London.
Visit – To a fire station for Year 1, visit to school for
Reception!

Year 1
Counting to 20 ensuring 1 to 1 correspondence.
Matching quantities to the correct numeral.
Counting backwards from 20
One more/one less
Comparing and ordering numbers using equal
to, more, less, fewer, greater
Addition and subtraction to 10 and then 20
Naming 2d and 3d shapes – talking about their
properties
Writing numbers 1 - 20
Reception
Counting to 10 reliably using one to one
correspondence
Recognising numbers 1 – 10
Recognising 2d shapes – talking about their
properties
Recognising coins
ordering numbers to 10
Simple addition and subtraction to 10.

